
Joel Barker’s Strategy Matrix®

Finding the Future Faster™

The Strategy Matrix® is a critical tool in the Strategic 

Exploration process.  It provides essential decision-

enhancing information on how trends, innovations, policy 

changes, or competitor actions affect an organization’s 

strategic objectives and key characteristics.

Strategy Matrix® Benefits
The Strategy Matrix® is a Strategic Exploration Tool that identifies the possible impact of Trends, 
Innovations, Policy Changes, Initiatives, or New Strategic Objectives on an organization’s strategic 
objectives and key characteristics.

The Strategy Matrix® has the following benefits.  It helps to:

 Create an ongoing process for exploring the strategic landscape.

 Set priorities for choices in organizational direction, marketing, and product 
development.

 Create a 21st Century S.W.O.T. Analysis

 Determine vulnerability of strategic objectives to competitor’s actions.

 Test the efficacy of new strategic objectives on already committed-to objectives.

 Track environmental forces.

 Set priorities for funding requests.

 Guide strategy discussion efficiently and fairly in a way that gives everyone the 
opportunity to contribute.



Online Training

The Strategy Matrix® training can be delivered online.  
It is conducted in a combination of recorded and live 

online sessions plus practice and assignments 
between sessions and following the training. License – Registration

License includes Software, License, Materials, Training – plus
Follow-Up Coaching/Consulting

Pre-Work, Homework and Post Course Assignment 
are required for certification.

Jim Schreier, jim.schreier@strategicexploration.com

www.strategymatrix.com

For Complete Registration Information., including Non-Profit 
Discounts and Classroom Training.

Strategy Matrix® Facilitators

As a certified trainer, you are certified to 

• Conduct Highly Facilitated Strategy Matrix® sessions.

• Implement the Strategy Matrix® into organizational 
strategic planning processes. (Contact us for details!)

Key Software Features

Rule Enforcing Guided Process, Graphing Tools, 
.pdf Reporting Functions, S.W.O.T. Application 

Strategy Matrix® Training

The Strategy Matrix® is a Strategic Exploration Tool designed to help individuals and organizations in 
“Finding the Future Faster™.”  The Strategy Matrix® identifies the possible impact of Trends, 
Innovations, Policy Changes, Initiatives, or New Strategic Objectives on an organization’s strategic 
objectives and key characteristics.

In the Strategy Matrix® training, participants learn how to:

 Set up a Strategy Matrix® by clearly identifying the organization’s strategic objectives and key 
characteristics.

 Evaluate the impact of Row Items (Trends, Innovations, New Strategic Objectives, Policy 
Changes, or Initiatives) on these strategic objectives and key characteristics in the user-defined 
short-term and long-term.

 Interpret the Row and Column Totals generated by the software, including the graph and 
reporting functions.

 Use the Strategy Matrix® to develop an improved S.W.O.T. analysis with short- and long-
term scoring for impact on strategic objectives and key characteristics.

 Use the software features. 

 Use the process to improve strategic 
discussions.

Highly Facilitated Workshop

The Strategy Matrix® can be presented in an 
applied, custom program with an option that 

includes facilitator licensing/training.

The Highly Facilitated Workshop is based on 
creating and applying the Strategy Matrix ®

based on defined organizational information.


